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Essential Public Affairs for Journalism is an invaluable guide for both journalism students and journalists. It offers
engaging coverage of the workings of both central and local government, and gives stimulating insights into how they
are, and could be, covered by journalists.
Nearly 9.5 million households in Britain will have to pay inheritance tax. What’s the best way to avoid it? If you’re
administering an estate because someone has died, how do you obtain probate? Is it ever possible to retrospectively
minimize an estate’s tax liabilities? The Financial Times Guide to Inheritance Tax, Probate and Estate Planning will help
you navigate the complicated maze of inheritance tax, probate, and estate planning. Amanda Fisher tells you what to do
when someone dies, helps you deal with administrative affairs and distribute the estate to beneficiaries, offers long-term
strategies on how to protect your estate and minimize any potential inheritance tax liability, including the use of trusts.
The Financial Times Guide to Inheritance Tax, Probate and Estate Planning: · Explains what to do when someone has
died including how to register the death · Advises on the duties of executors and administrators and how to consider the
validity of a will · Helps you apply for the grant of probate or letters of administration · Guides you through the completion
of inheritance tax returns and how to calculate and pay any tax due · Provides advice on lifetime planning and illustrates
ways to minimize potential inheritance tax liabilities The Financial Times Guide to Inheritance Tax, Probate and Estate
Planning will help you face the difficult task of dealing with an estate when someone has died. You’ll learn the best way
to manage the process of acquiring probate and complete the administration of the estate, before distributing to the
beneficiaries. You will also have an insight to the advantages of make a will and organizing your estate efficiently to
minimize any future impact of inheritance tax, including the use of trusts. The Financial Times Guide to Inheritance Tax,
Probate and Estate Planning covers: Registering a death The duties of the executors and administrators Consideration of
the validity of a will Intestacy and partial intestacy Obtaining details of assets and liabilities Applying for the grant of
probate and the letters of administration How income and gains are treated before and after the date of death Valuing
property for inheritance tax Calculating the inheritance tax liability and completing the inheritance tax return forms
Consideration of tax planning and deeds of variation Paying the inheritance tax Distributing the estate to the beneficiaries
Lifetime planning to reduce an inheritance tax liability The benefits of making a Will Trusts Glossary of key terms
Tax law changes at a startling rate - not only does societal change bring with it demands for change in the tax system,
but changes in the political climate will force change, as will many other competing pressures. With this pace of change, it
is easy to focus on the practical and forget the core underpinnings of the tax system and their philosophical justifications.
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Taking a pause to remind ourselves of those principles and how they can operate in the modern tax system is crucial to
ensuring that the tax system does not diverge too far from what it should be or could be. It is essential to understand the
answers to some of the seemingly basic questions that surround tax before we can even begin to think about what a tax
system should look like. This collection brings together major themes and difficult questions in the philosophical
foundations of tax law. The chapters consider practical issues such as justification, enforcement, design, and mechanics,
and provide a full and coherent analysis of the basis for tax law. Philosophical Foundations of Tax Law allows the reader
to consider how tax systems should move forward in the modern world, with a sound philosophical basis, to provide the
practical tax system that the state requires and citizens deserve.
This third book in the authoritative BACP Legal Resources for Counsellors and Psychotherapists series provides a userfriendly guide to the law for all those practising and training in the counselling profession. Barbara Mitchels and Tim Bond
make legal issues relevant and bring them alive for the practitioner. Packed with practical examples, this book covers
essential areas of law for practitioners including - professional ethics and standards - negligence - contracts and
premises - employment and insurance - dealing with legal claims - professional diligence. Other features include a
glossary, tables and flowcharts as well as a comprehensive index of resources and organisations for additional
information and guidance. This readable book helps practice managers, counsellors and psychotherapists to recognise,
understand and address legal issues that may arise in their practice, and assists them in finding any additional resources
they may need. Demystifying the law, this book is an authoritative guide for therapists, including those working in private
practice, as well as being important reading for all those studying counselling, psychotherapy or clinical psychology.
Employment Law Essentials is a clear and concise study and revision guide for students. It contains all the essential
information students need when preparing for exams and includes useful summary sections of essential facts and
essential cases. An invaluable text which students can use to gain a quick understanding of a new subject, to help them
through a course, or as an aid to revision for exams. This book is also an excellent resource for those who need to
refresh their knowledge of employment law.
Scottish Administrative Law Essentials is a clear and concise study and revision guide for students of the law in Scotland.
It contains all of the essential information students need when preparing for exams and includes useful summary sections
of essential facts and essential cases. An invaluable text which students can use to gain a quick understanding of a new
subject, to help them through a course or as an aid to revision for exams. This book is also an excellent resource for
those who need to refresh their knowledge of the subject. Table of Cases, Table of Statutes and an Index are included.
Contents: Introduction Doctrines of the Constitution Structure of Government in the UK Subordinate Legislation The Ultra
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Vires Doctrine Judicial Review Natural Justice Ombudsmen Tribunals and Inquiries
This is the 7th Edition of John Tiley's major text on revenue law, now massively restructured to focus upon the UK Tax system,
Income Tax, Capital Gains Tax, and Inheritance Tax. What were previously sections dealing with Corporation Tax, International
and European Tax, Savings and Charities have been spun-off to an entirely new book entitled Advanced Topics in Revenue Law.
While this narrowing of the scope of Revenue Law means that it focuses on the most important UK taxes, its reduced size also
makes it a more manageable and portable volume for law students and practitioners. As with previous editions, the text has been
revised to incorporate changes wrought by new enactments in the past four years. This, however, remains the only book on tax
law which continues to explain the new law found in ITEPA, ITTOIA and ITA in light of its legislative predecessors, with references
to the former enactments still remaining where relevant. Those familiar with the old law of income tax but wanting to find their way
round the new will find this work particularly valuable. The book is designed for law students taking the subject in the final year of
their law degree course or for more advanced courses and is intended to be of interest to all who enjoy tax law. Its purpose is not
only to provide an account of the rules but to include citation of the relevant literature from legal periodicals and some discussion
of, or reference to, the background material in terms of policy, history or other countries' tax systems.
The law of contract forms the basis of our civil society. Without the law of contract we could not buy food, clothing or a place to
live, nor could we book holidays, run a business or manage a football club. But contract law is complex and intricate, and disputes
over contracts have led to a wealth of court cases over the years. This updated third edition gives you a clear and concise guide to
the basics of the law of contract as it pertains to Scotland, from what a contract is to how they are formed, terminated and
breached, and from third-party rights to cross-border contracts.
This is the ninth edition of John Tiley's major text on revenue law, covering the UK tax system, income tax, capital gains tax and
inheritance tax, as well as incorporating sections dealing with corporation tax, international and European tax, savings and
charities. This new edition is fully revised and updated with the latest case law, statutory and other developments, including
Finance Act 2019. The book is designed for law students taking the subject in the final year of their law degree, or for more
advanced courses, and is intended to be of interest to all who enjoy tax law. Its purpose is not only to provide an account of the
rules but also to include citation of the relevant literature from legal periodicals and some discussion of, or reference to, the
background material in terms of policy, history or other countries' tax systems.
From defamation to dangerous animals, and from negligence to nuisance, Delict Essentials will introduce you to the Scots law of
delict. Fully updated for the third edition, this concise guide will give you the key facts that you need, whether you're a busy law
student revising for those all-important exams or a professional practitioner looking to brush up on your knowledge. It will also be
useful for those studying comparative criminal law or tort across different jurisdictions.
What happens after you die? You can't take it with you, so succession law governs how your property is passed on after your
death. Succession Law Essentials teaches you all you need to know about the Scots laws of succession, including estates,
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executors, wills, will substitutes, valid and invalid testimony, intestate succession, legacies, vesting and more. Summary sections
of Essentials Facts and Essential Cases will help you to identify, understand and remember the key elements, and tables of cases
and statutes will help you to find the page you're looking for quickly and easily.
Looking at the UK and Scotland, Public Law Essentials is an invaluable guide for law students throughout the United Kingdom and
for practising lawyers needing a quick reference. From the monarchy to the UK and Scottish parliaments, and from judicial review
to the parliamentary ombudsman, this fully updated second edition gives you all the coverage of public law that you need for your
course, your exams and your practice. In particular, the Scots law sections have been updated in light of the Smith Commission
and the Scotland Bill 2015-16. Handy reference sections include tables of cases, statues and conventions, and summaries of
essential facts and cases.
In Scots law, the legal concept of the trust has a long history of development and, over that time, has come to take on a number of
characteristics. Because of this, there is no single definition of a trust that covers every example of the trust relationship. That's
where Trusts Law Essentials comes in. This concise volume will quickly introduce you to the Scots law of trusts - from creating a
trust and appointing trustees to conflicts on interest and the termination of trusts. It also looks at the different purposes of a trust
and the particular issues surrounding charities and charitable trusts. End-of-chapter summaries of essential facts and essential
cases will help you to identify, understand and remember the key elements of trusts law in Scotland.
A concise guide to the key aspects of revenue law in the UK for students and professionals From personal income tax to
corporation tax, and from VAT to oil and gas taxation, this is your one-stop guide to revenue law in the UK. Split into 16 chapters, it
will tell students all they need to know for their courses and exams, and it will help professionals to keep their knowledge of the
subject fresh. Summary sections of Essential Facts and Essential Cases will help you to identify, understand and remember the
key elements of revenue law.
What are the contemporary challenges faced by property law as we enter the 2nd decade of the 21st century? This collection
brings together the research and perspectives of an international body of academics and practitioners to consider these
challenges and how even familiar topics must develop to meet new demands and developments. As with previous books in the
Modern Studies in Property Law series, this volume adopts a broad approach to topics encompassed by 'property law' in the firm
belief that the boundaries that divide are shadowy at best and constantly moving in the endeavour to keep up with what is
'modern'. This collection looks at 5 themes: - Comparative perspectives, including a chapter on grazing and cropping rights in
Northern Ireland, and analysis of the anomalies of the English trust law as seen from a civil law perspective; - Taking and
alienating property, including a chapter on bankruptcy and the family home; - Modern dilemmas, including chapters on trusts in
virtual currency and on smart homes; - Old chestnuts – new challenges, including analysis of the mortgage law reform in Scotland
and a chapter on the ouster principle in common law jurisdictions; and - Wills, death and other morbid topics, with chapters on
English succession law and the role of knowledge and approval in retrospective assessments of capacity. Unfortunately, the
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COVID-19 pandemic prevented the 13th biennial conference being held in 2020 as planned but despite this, the authors and coeditors persevered to produce this interesting and diverse collection.
This Research Handbook provides a comprehensive overview of scholarship on not-for-profit law. The chapters, written by world
leading experts, explore key ideas and debates in relation to: theories of the not-for-profit sector, the composition and scope of that
sector, not-for-profit organisations and the constitution, the legal conception of charity, the tax treatment of not-for-profit
organisations and the regulation of not-for-profits. The book serves to represent not-for-profit law as a field of academic inquiry,
and to point the way to future research in that field.
This work contains the full text of the papers presented at the fourth Tax Law History Conference in July 2008. The Conference
was organised by the Cambridge Law Faculty's Centre for Tax Law. The matters discussed are broad and include the extent to
which charges levied by the Court of Wards were seen as taxes, the seventeenth century poll tax, traders, the excise and the in
early nineteenth century England and the right of the Crown's right to elect between different heads of charge to income tax. There
are also chapters on taxation in the reign of King John and Stamp Duties in the 18th Century. International tax matters include a
history of company residence and a paper on the first UK-Australia Double Tax Agreement. Papers concentrating on other
countries include papers on the history of income tax in Malta (1641-1949), the history of land tax in Australia, the history of the
legal definition of charity and its application to tax law and a paper on the psychology of taxation as shown by the 1936 US
Election.
These are the papers from the 2010 Tax law History Conference. The papers reflect an even wider range of topics, including
problems in defining and taxing Companies from 1799 to 1965, the Window tax from a Public Health perspective, the development
of the tax profession, Montesquieu and ERA Seligman, taxing charities in Australia, Charitable Purposes Exemption from Income
Tax: Pitt to Pemsel 1798 – 1891 and Australian perspectives on avoiding evasion. Turning to international tax there are essays on
the history of the international taxation of income from enterprise services, the Negotiation and Drafting of the 1967 United
Kingdom Australia Taxation Treaty and on art 7 (3) of the OECD Model Treaty.
These are the papers from the 2014 Cambridge Tax Law History Conference revised and reviewed for publication. The papers fall
within six basic themes. Two papers focus on colonialism and empire dealing with early taxation in colonial New Zealand and New
South Wales. Two papers deal with fiscal federalism; one on Australia in the first half of the twentieth century and the other with
goods and services taxation in China. Another two papers are international in character; one considers development of the first
Australia-United States tax treaty and the other development of the first League of Nations model tax treaties. Four papers focus
on UK income tax; one on source, another on retention at source, a third on the use of finance bills and the fourth on
establishment of the Board of Referees. Three papers deal with tax and status; one with the tax profession, another with the
medical profession and a third with aristocrats. The final three papers deal with tax theorists, one with David Hume, another
focused on capital transfer tax scholarship and a final paper on the tax state in the global era.
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Get started with using the library; find out what statutory interpretation and judicious precedent are; learn about finding and using
case law and legislation; discover how to access and cite books, journals and other sources; take your study international with a
guide to sources from Europe and further afield; and sail through your coursework and exams with handy tips for legal writing and
research.
These are the papers from the 8th Cambridge Tax Law History Conference held in July 2016. In the usual manner, these papers
have been selected from an oversupply of proposals for their interest and relevance, and scrutinised and edited to the highest
standard for inclusion in this prestigious series. The papers fall within five basic themes: Two papers focus on tax theory; one on
John Locke and another on the impact of English tax literature in the Netherlands in the nineteenth century. Five deal with the
history of UK specific interpretational issues in varying contexts – an ancient exemption, insurance companies, special
contribution, the profits tax GAAR and capital gains tax. Two more papers consider aspects of HMRC operations. Another three
focus on facets of international taxation, including treaties between the UK and European countries, treaties between the UK and
developing countries and the UN model tax treaties of 1928. The book also incorporates a range of interesting topics from other
countries, including the introduction of income tax in Ireland and in Chile, post-war income taxation in Australia, early interpretation
of 'income' in New Zealand and a discussion of some early indirect taxes in India and China.
Examines the influence of classical philosophy on revenge narratives by Shakespeare and his contemporaries
This book identifies a set of principles and corresponding tax settings that countries may apply to cross-border income derived by,
through, or from a trust and will appeal to international tax practitioners, administrators, policymakers, academics, and students.
EU law has greatly influenced national law in Scotland, the UK and the rest of Europe. As a result, private international law is an
essential area of study and of increasing importance to lawyers throughout the EU. Private International Law Essentials is the
concise guide to private international law that you need, whether you're studying, revising or a practicing lawyer looking for a
summary the law in UK jurisdictions. David Hill looks at the key elements and issues of private international law, as well as the
statutes and Conventions (e.g. Brussels, Lugano) and EU Regulations applying throughout the UK.
A clear and concise study and revision guide for students of family law in ScotlandCovering all the major legislation, Scottish
Family Law is designed for new students of the subject. It gives you a framework for understanding how family law operates and
will help you to prepare for your exams. Each chapter includes lists of essential facts and cases to illustrate how the rules
described are applied in practice. Key FeaturesTakes full account of the substantial statutory developments in the field since the
Family Law (Scotland) Act 2006 Covers two major recent Acts: the Childrens Hearings (Scotland) Act 2011 and the Marriage and
Civil Partnership (Scotland) Act 2014Includes important new legislation such as the Adoption and Children (Scotland) Act 2007
and the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Act 2008
Whether youOCOre a student coming to commercial law for the first time, you are studying for your exams or you are a
professional who needs to update or refresh your knowledge, this is the study guide that you need. You will quickly learn about the
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key topics in commercial law and its effects on the law of Scotland. Summaries of essential facts and essentials cases will help
you to identify, understand and remember the most important elements of the subject. Topics covered include: Sale of Goods,
Hire, Agency, Insurance, Rights in Security, Cautionary Obligations, Negotiable Instruments, Consumer Credit, Intellectual
Property, Diligence, Personal Insolvency and Commercial Dispute Resolution.&quote;
Discover how the law of evidence operates within Scotland, and in the larger context of UK and European laws of evidence.The
new edition has been updated to take account of case law developments since the last edition, plus the Double Jeopardy
(Scotland) Act 2014, the Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2016 and changes made to the law on vulnerable witnesses by the
Victims and Witnesses (Scotland) Act 2014. Helpful student features include Essential Facts and Essential Cases for each
chapter.
The House of Lords served as the highest court in the UK for over 130 years. In 2009 the new UK Supreme Court took over its
judicial functions, closing the doors on one of the most influential legal institutions in the world, and a major chapter in the history
of the UK legal system. This volume gathers over 40 leading scholars and practitioners from the UK and beyond to provide a
comprehensive history of the House of Lords as a judicial institution, charting its role, working practices, reputation and impact on
the law and UK legal system. The book examines the origins of the House's judicial work; the different phases in the court's
history; the international reputation and influence of the House in the legal profession; the domestic perception of the House
outside the law; and the impact of the House on the UK legal tradition and substantive law. The book offers an invaluable overview
of the Judicial House of Lords and a major historical record for the UK legal system now that it has passed into the next chapter in
its history.
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